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Two categories I will for this discussion classify the tales concerning kings into two categories. The first one consists of all king tales written before the eleventh century. In this first group I will also include the group of texts called admonitory texts. Although they are tales belonging to a different genre, they are concerned with the same questions about rulership as the king tales. One might also possibly have used a chronological criterion, putting the tales about the pre-historic/legendary kings into one group and those about the historic kings into another. Such a classification may, however, overshadow the features they share and their common concern for rulership.
In the second group, consisting of tales written in the eleventh and twelfth century, we seem to have fewer king tales. 5 To this group belong the three king tales which will be analysed in this chapter. Although they, or at least two of them, describe early historic kings and are also concerned with rulership they are distinguished from other king tales by their different approach and perspective. The approach and perspective of our tales will be discussed further below. Suffice to say here, that it consists of explicit criticism together with a pronounced aim of saving the king from Hell.
My question in this chapter is why is there so much critique and so little praise in many of the king tales? To discuss this question I have chosen the tales with the harshest, at least the most explicit, critique, the three post-Viking tales about two early historic and one fictional (or partly fictional) king: Diarmait mac Cerbaill (+565), Muirchertach mac Erca (+534) and Suibhne mac Colmáin Chuair. The tales are Aided Diarmata meic Cerbaill ('The sudden death of Diarmait mac Cerbaill'), Aided Muirchertaig meic Erca ('The sudden death of Muirchertach mac Erca') and Buile Suibhne ('Suibhne's vision/frenzy').
One reason for the sheer amount of tales depicting a king critically, may be that the lay nobility, including the king, depended on advice from the learned nobility-which encompassed specialists, such as judges, filid (learned poets) and clerics-to ensure good governance of society.
6 The king's natural instincts were for example not sufficient
